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Let R and S be rings with identities, Mod-R and Mod-S the categories of unital 
right R-, S-modules respectively. A Morita context is a couple of bimodules 
(JYR, RVS) with the following properties: There are bimodule homomorphisms 
(-, -):RVOSUR+RRR and [-, -]:sUO~Vs+& such that [u, u]u’= u(u, u’) 
and (u, u)u’= u[u, v’] hold for all u, U’E U and v, U’E V. Put I=Im(-, -) and 
J = Im[-, -1. Then I and J are called trace ideals of the Morita context (JJR, RVS). 
Put 
9r= {M E Mod-R (MI = M}, 9[ = {M E Mod-R 1 MI = 0}, 
9J={N~Mod-SINJ=0} and S3J={iV~Mod-S~AnnN(J)=0}. 
If CTI = U, (YI, 91) and (9’, $2,) are respectively cohereditary and hereditary torsion 
theories. MR is said to be I-projective if HomR(M, -) is exact on all short exact 
sequences O-+X’-,X+X”+ 0 with X’E $1. Then Kato [4] proved that if UI = U 
and UR is I-projective, Homn(U, -) and (-OSU) induce an equivalence between 
the Co-Giraud subcategory of Mod-R associated with (Y[, 9,) and the Giraud 
subcategory of Mod-S associated with (9,, 9,). 
In the present paper, without using the notion of Morita contexts, we shall extend 
his result to an equivalence between a Co-Giraud subcategory and a Giraud 
subcategory of abelian categories. Then taking the dual of it, we shall obtain a duality 
between Giraud subcategories of abelian categories. We believe that this duality is a 
generalization of Morita duality [5]. 
1. Equivalence 
Let d be an abelian category and (F, 9) a couple of classes of objects of d. Then 
we say that (9,9) is a protorsion theory if the following axioms are satisfied. 
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Tl. 5-n9={0}. 
T2. 3 is closed under quotient objects. 
T3. 9 is closed under subobjects. 
A protorsion theory (.Y, 9) is called a torsion theory if the axiom 
T4. ForeachAE&thereexistsanexactsequenceO+ T+A+F+Owith TE,Y 
and FE 9 is satisfied. 
A subfunctor and a quotient functor of the identity functor of Sp are called a 
preradical and a precoradical in Sp respectively. Let I be a preradical in Sp. Then l/r 
(i.e. l/t(A) = A/t(A) for all A E i;p) is a precoradical in d The notions of idempotent 
preradicals and radicals are well known. Then idempotent precoradicals and coradi- 
cals are defined as follows: l/r is an idempotent precoradical if t is a radical, and is a 
coradical if t is an idempotent preradical. If (Y, 9) is a torsion theory, for each A E ~4 
we can find an exact sequence 0 + T, + A + FA +OwithT,E9andFAE9.Soifwe 
put t(A) = TA and r(A) = FA, I and r are respectively an idempotent radical and an 
idempotent coradical. Conversely every idempotent radical and idempotent coradi- 
cal define torsion theories by the obvious manner. These facts imply that there are 
bijective correspondences among torsion theories, idempotent radicals and idem- 
potent coradicals. 
Example 1.1. Let [ be a preradical in &. Put 9, = {A E d 1 r(A) = A} and 9r = 
{A E d 1 r(A) = 0). Then (Y,,, 9,) is a protorsion theory. 
Let (Y, 9) be any protorsion theory in &. Then A E d is said to be divisible with 
respect o .Y (resp. codivisible with respect o 9) if Horn&(-, A) (resp. Homd(A, -)) 
is exact on all short exact sequences 0 + X’+ X +X” + 0 with X” E Y (resp. X’ E 9). 
A morphism f: A + A’ is called a localization of A (resp. a colocalization of A’) with 
respect o (.Y, 9) if Ker f, Cok f~ .Y, A’ E 9 and A’ is divisible (resp. Ker f, Cok f~ g, 
A E Y and A is codivisible). It is easy to see that localization and colocalization are 
unique up to isomorphism. 
A torsion theory (.Y, 9) in d is said to be hereditary (resp. cohereditary) if Y is 
closed under subobjects (resp. 9 is closed under quotient objects), and is said to be 
strongly hereditary (resp. strongly cohereditary) if every object of d has its localiza- 
tion (resp. its colocalization). Then a protorsion theory in d is a strongly hereditary 
(resp. strongly cohereditary) torsion theory if and only if every object of & has its 
localization (resp. its colocalization). A full subcategory S of & is called a Giraud 
subcategory if the inclusion functor i: 8 -, d has a kernel preserving reflector (i.e. a 
kernel preserving left adjoint of i>. Dually we call a full subcategory %’ of d a 
Co-Giraud subcategory if the inclusion function i: % + .& has a co-kernel preserving 
coreflector (i.e. a cokernel preserving right adjoint of i). Suppose (.Y,9) is a strongly 
hereditary torsion theory. Put Z’= {A E &[A E 9 and A is divisible}. Then 9 is a 
Giraud subcategory of .6?. Conversely let .Y be any Giraud subcategory of d with the 
reflector a: &+_5? and the inclusion functor i:_Y+ &. Let 4: 1~ + ia be the left 
adjunction. Put t(A) = Ker 4)A for all A E&. Then with the same notations of 
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Example 1.1, (Z,, 5,) is a strongly hereditary torsion theory and _‘Y = {A E d/A E $c 
and A is divisible with respect to Yt}. By this fact there is a bijective correspondence 
between strongly hereditary torsion theories in s4 and Giraud subcategories of ~4. 
Dually there is a bijective correspondence between strongly cohereditary torsion 
theories and Co-Giraud subcategories (these facts have been proved in [9]). 
Now let 5% be another abelian category, H:&d-* 9 and T: 5% +d additive 
covariant functors such that T is a left adjoint of H. Let 4: TH + lsB and 4: lA + HT 
be the adjunctions. For each A ES? and BE 93, put t(A)= Im dA and r(B)= 
Coim $B. Then t is an idempotent preradical. 
Proof. Obviously t is a preradical. Let A E &. Then by the adjoint relation H(~!J~) 
is a splittable epimorphism. Since TH(A) ‘A + A +A/r(A) is a zero sequence, 
(H(A) + H(A/t(A)) = 0. Thus by the left exactness of H, we get H(t(A)) = H(A) 
canonically. Hence t*(A) = t(A) by the commutative diagram 
TH(t(A)) = TH(A) 
1 1 
0 - r(A)-A - A/r(A) __, 0. 
If we consider H and T as functors H: do’+ 93”’ and T: ??I”“+ &‘, then by the 
above r: sop + 530p is an idempotent preradical in 9”‘. Hence by the translation of 
this to 3, r is an idempotent precoradical in 9. 
Lemma 1.1 (Wakamatsu [lo]). Ler A E&. Suppose there is an isomorphism 
8: TH(A) =A such that ff3 = eTH(f) f or all f: A +A. Then e5._, is also an iso- 
morphism. 
Corollary 1.2 (Sato [7]). The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) Hand T induce an equivalence Im T - Im H. 
(2) H(Ker c5J = 0 for all A E .& 
(3) T(Cok c/in) = 0 for all B E 99. 
Sato’s result is very convenient, so from now on we shall use his result without any 
comment, e.g. the next lemma. 
Lemma 1.3. The implications (1) 3 (2) e (3) hold. 
( 1) TN is epi-preserving. 
(2) For an epimorphism f: A + A”, H(f) = 0 implies H(A”) = 0. 
(3) t is epi-preserving. 
If H and T induce an equivalence Im T - Im H, then the above three conditions are 
equivalent. 
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Proof. (1) * (2). Clear. 
(2) + (3). Let A E &. Then clearly (H(A) + H(A/t(A)) = 0. Hence t is a radical. 
Let r(A) = 0 and A’c A. Then by the assumption H(A/A’) = 0. Therefore by 19, 
Proposition 2.11 t is epi-preserving. 
(3) * (2). Let f: A --, A” be an epimorphism such that H(f) = 0. Then we get a 
commutative diagram 
T’(A) 
0 
l TH(A”) 
t(A) l U”) - 0. 
Thus 4a- = 0, which implies H(A”) = 0. 
Suppose H and T induce an equivalence Im T - Im H. 
(3) + (1). Let f: A -, A” be an epimorphism. Then by [9, Lemma 2,2], TH(A”) --* 
t(A”) is a minimal epimorphism. Hence TH(f) is an epimorphism. 
Lemma 1.3’. The implications (1) 3 (2) e (3) hold. 
(1) HT is mono-preserving. 
(2) For a monomorphism g: B’+ B, T(g) = 0 implies T(B’) = 0. 
(3) r is mono-preserving. 
If H and T induce an equivalence Im T - Im H, then the above three conditions are 
equivalent. 
We say that H is a CQF-3 functor if it satisfies the condition (2) of Lemma 1.3 and 
that T is a QF-3 functor if it satisfies the condition (2) of Lemma 1.3’ (for the name of 
CQF-3 we refer to [6]). 
In general there is no relation between that t is epi-preserving and that r is 
mono-preserving. 
Example 1.2. Consider 
Mod-Z + Mod-Q, 
where H = HomZ(Q, -) and T = (- 0 QQ). Then H 
Im T-Mod-Q. T is exact but H is not CQF-3. 
Now put 
and T induce an equivalence 
.Z={AEZZ\~(A)=A}, 9, = {A E d 1 r(A) = 0}, 
.7,={B~~/r(B)=O}, 9,={BE9]r(B)=B}, 
%’ = {A E d 1 A E Z and A is codivisible with respect to g,} 
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and 
S = {B E B 1 B E 9, and B is divisible with respect to Y,}. 
Theorem 1.4. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) 4A: TH(A) --, A is the colocalization with respect to (rC, 9,) for all A E d and T 
is QF-3. 
(2) & : B -, HT(B) is the localization with respect to (.7,,9,) for all B E 3 and H is 
CQF-3. 
(3) TH is right exact, T is QF-3 and Ker 4A E Y”, for all A E d. 
(4) HT is left exact, H is CQF-3 and Cok GB E Yr for all B E .9. 
(5) Hand T induce an equivalence % - Im H, His CQF-3 and T is QF-3. 
(6) Hand T induce an equivalence Im T - 9, His CQF-3 and T is QF-3. 
Proof. Colocalization functors are right exact. Hence (1) + (3) holds. 
(3) * (5). Since TH is right exact, H is CQF-3 by Lemma 1.3. Let B E 9. Then it 
suffices to show that T(B) is codivisible. Let 0 3X’-* X --, X”+ 0 be exact in d with 
X’E gt. Let f: T(B)+X” be any morphism. Then we get a commutative diagram. 
TH(X) = 7H(X”) T(B) 
Therefore T(B) is codivisible. 
(5)*(2). It only needs to show that HT(B) is divisible for all BE 9. Let 
0 + Y’+ Y --, Y”* 0 be exact in W with Y” E .Y’,. Put K = Ker( T( I”) + T(Y)). Then 
we get a commutative diagram 
0 - r(Y’) -+ r(Y) 
I I h' 
0 __I* H(K) - HT( Y’) + HT( Y). 
Then by [9, Lemma 3.21, h’ is an essential monomorphism. Thus H(K) = 0. Since 
T(Y) is codivisible, the exact sequence O-* K --, T( Y’) --, T(Y) + 0 splits. Hence 
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K = 0. Now let g: Y’+HT(B) be any morphism. Then we get a commutative 
diagram 
IfT(B) HT(Y') = HT(Y) 
HTHT(B). 
This proves that HT(B) is divisible. 
(2) 3 (4) 3 (6) + (1). These are dual of (1) + (3) + (5) + (2). 
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 1.5. Suppose one of the equivalent conditions of the theorem holds. Then 
(1) H is exact if and only if the inclusion functor Z’+ 53 is exact. 
(2) T is exact if and only if the inclusion functor % + d is exact. 
2. Duality 
Throughout this section let d and B be abelian categories, D:d+ 9 and 
G: W + d additive contravariant functors with an adjoint relation (on the right). Let 
4: l& + GD and $: lye + DG be the adjunctions. Put t(A) = Coim q5a and r(B) = 
Coim & for each A E d and B E $33. Let 
9,={A~.zzZ~t(A)=O}, ~,={AE&(A)=A}, 
9-r = {B E 3 1 r(B) = 0}, .F,={BEk%/r(B)=B}, 
3 = {A E d 1 A E LFr and A is divisible with respect to 9,} 
and 
9 = {B E 3 1 B E gr and B is divisible with respect to Yr}. 
We say that D is QF-3 if Do’: d + Bop is a QF-3 functor. Similarly we say that G is 
QF-3 if GOP: B + do’ is QF-3. 
Theorem 2.1. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) c$,:A + GD(A) is the localization with respectto (Yt, 5Fr) forallA E &and Gis 
QF-3. 
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(2) Gs: B + DG(B) is the localization with respect to (Y,, 9,) for all B E %’ and D is 
QF-3. 
(3) GD is left exact, G is QF-3 and Cok #A E Z for all A E JZI. 
(4) DG is left exact, D is QF-3 and Cok 4s E r? for all B E 9. 
(5) D and G induce a duality 9 s Im D, and D and G are QF-3. 
(6) D and G induce a duality Im G zt P’, and D and G are QF-3. 
Corollary 2.2. Suppose one of the equicalent conditions of the theorem holds. Then 
(1) D is exact if and only if the inclusion functor _Y’-* 9I is exact. 
(2) G is exact if and only if the inclusion functor 5?+ s4 is exact. 
Suppose & and 93 are full subcategories of Mod-R and S-Mod (the category of 
unital left S-modules) respectively. Then we say that a bimodule sVn induces a 
duality between d and 9 if HomR(-, V) and Homs(-, V) induce a duality between 
d and 3. 
Let A4 E Mod-R. Then cog(MR) denotes a full subcategory of Mod-R consisting of 
all submodules of finite products of copies of MR, and &$$MR) denotes a full 
subcategory of Mod-R consisting of all homomorphic images of objects of cog(MR). 
If M = R, we denote mod-R instead of G(Rn). Similarly R-mod =G(uR). 
Example 2.1. Let Vn be a quasi-injective artinian module with S = End( Vn). Let 
9 = {M E G( Vn) 1 VR-dom. dim. M 2 2 in Mod-R}. Then P’is a Giraudsubcategory 
of G(Vn), and sVn induces a duality Z’ +S-mod. Moreover sV is an injectice 
cogenerator if and only if the inclusion functorz + G( Vn) is exact (a particular case 
is 9 = cOg( Vn)). 
Corollary 2.3. Let Vn be a quasi-injectiue module with S = End( Vn). Suppose sV is 
injectiue. Then the functors D = HomR(-, V) :g( Vn)+ S-mod and G = 
Homs(-, V) : S-mod +s( Vn) satisfy the equivalent conditions of the theorem. 
Proof. Let 4: l~(v,,+ GB and @: ls_mod + DG be the canonical natural trans- 
formations. Then 
t(M)=M/n{KerflfED(M)) and r(N)=N/n{KergIgEG(N)} 
for all ME G( Vn) and N E S-mod. We show that D and G satisfy the statement (1) 
of the theorem. Clearly G is QF-3. Let M E G( Vn). Then there exist XR c YR c V” 
such that Y/X=A4 Hence it is enough to show that I$~,~ is the localization with 
respect to (yc, 9,). In [6] we have proved that 4x and @y are localizations. Hence we 
get a commutative diagram 
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0 - D(Y/X) - D(Y)-D(X)- 0 
O-DGD(Y/X)- DGD( Y)- DGD(X) - 0. 
Thus @D(~/~) is an isomorphism. Therefore &lx is the localization. 
Example 2.2. A bimodule sVn such that Vn is quasi-injective, sV is injective but Vn 
is not linearly compact. Consider oQz. Then clearly Qz is not linearly compact. 
Let sVn be a bimodule. If Vn is quasi-injective, HomR(-, V) induces a functor 
D: G( VR) + S-mod. In this case does D have an adjoint? The answer is negative. 
Example 2.3. Put V, = Q’N’, where N is the set of natural numbers. Let D(M) = 
Horn&f, V) for ME G( VQ) and S = End( V,). Then D has no adjoint. 
Proof. Suppose D has an adjoint G:S-mod+cog(VQ). Then since QcTg(VQ), 
G =Homs(-, V) on S-mod. On the other hand, $S = D(Q)N. Hence S 3 D(Q)‘“‘. 
Thus by the assumption G(D(Q)‘N’) = QN E&( VQ). But card QN > card V. This is a 
contradiction. Therefore D has no adjoint. 
MR is said to be a self-cogenerator if M is a cogenerator in G(MR). 
Corollary 2.4 (Cf. [3]). F or a bimodule sVn, the following assertions are equivalent. 
(1) sVn induces a duality G( VR)*S-mod. 
(2) Vn is quasi-injective and cogenerates each of its factor modules, sV is an 
injective cogenerator and S z End( Vn) canonically. 
(3) Vn is a finitely cogenerated (in the sense of [l]), quasi-injective self-cogenerafor, 
sVis injective and S = End( Vn) canonically. 
Proof. (1) * (2). Clear. 
(2) + (1). By the dual of [6, Proposition 3.111, Vn is a self-cogenerator. Thus by 
Corollary 2.3, sVn induces a duality s( VR)eS-mod. 
(2) * (3). Let Lat(VR)={XRC VIV/XC,nV} and La&S) = {J c S 1 
S/J+flV}. Then in [6] we have proved that there exists a lattice anti-isomorphism 
@J: Lat( Vn) -+ Lat(&). By the assumption Lat(S) coincides with the lattice of all left 
ideals of S. Thus Vn is finitely cogenerated. 
(3) + (2). Let J be a maximal eft ideal of S and {J,} a set of all finitely generated 
subideals of J. If VJ, = S in Lat(&, then f-W-*( J,) = 0. Hence there exists /3 such 
that @-‘(Jo) = 0. Then Jo = S. This is a contradiction. Thus J E Lat(&. Therefore sV 
is an injective cogenerator. 
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Corollary 2.5. Let VR be a finitely cogenerated, quasi-injectice, self-cogenerator with 
S = End( V,). Then sVcontains all simple left S-modules. 
Corollary 2.6. Lets V, be a bimodrtle. Then s VR induces a duality cog( V, ) *S-mod 
if and only if V, is a quasi-injectice artinian self-cogenerator and S =End( VR) 
canonically. 
Proof. Suppose sVR induces a duality cog( V R *S-mod. First we show that V, is ) 
quasi-injective. Put D = HomR(-, V) and G = Homs(-, V). Let XR c V and put 
L = Cok(D( V) + D(X)). Then it follows G(L) = 0 from the commutative diagram 
0 - G(L) - GD(X) - GD( V). 
But L = DG(L). Hence L = 0, proving that VR is quasi-injective. Let (Y, fl be the 
hereditary torsion theory cogenerated by V in &g( V,). Then (9,s) is strongly 
hereditary with the associated Giraud subcategory cog( V,). So cog( VR) = 9. As the 
result (Y, 9) is cohereditary. Hence cog( VR) = G( VR). Then by the definition of 
L%& VR), VR is artinian. The converse is obvious (by Example 2.1). 
Example 2.4. For a bimodule sVR, the following statements are equivalent. 
(1) sVR defines a Morita duality. 
(2) s V, induces following two dualities: 
(a) e( VR) e S-mod, and 
(b) mod-R a&&V). 
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